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Abstract:

The RoboTuna is a robotic fish that will be able to collect samples from marine wildlife and
allow us to better understand the oceanic ecosystem and the behavior of underwater creatures.
This biomimetic robot will be able to get closer to fish and other creatures in their natural habitat
than a person ordinarily could, and therefore will give new insights into how the underwater
world is changing. Many of the RoboTuna’s pieces need to be flexible and waterproof, so casting
and molding will be necessary to create them. The focus of this research was on fabricating a fin
and air bladders for the RoboTuna, which included experimenting with different kinds of silicone
rubber and urethane plastic. Existing soft robotic actuators have been extremely helpful to gain
insight on how to move these parts without mechanical mechanisms. Shape memory alloys allow
for simpler fin movement actuation instead of having to rely on a bulky motor. The same goes
for moving the tail via air bladders, a kind of fluidic elastomer actuator. The differences between
different kinds of silicones and how each material and molding method affected the fabricated
parts are shown through flexibility and strength data. The information here can help future
researchers determine what materials would be best for various parts of the RoboTuna and
understand their options for soft robotic actuators.

Introduction:

The RoboTuna is a robotic fish that will be used to collect genetic material from marine wildlife
in bays and seas in various testing locations. To be able to build a successful robotic fish that can
survive for long periods of time underwater, the fish must be completely watertight, have very
precise movement control, and have a flexible body that can bend like the body of a tuna. Data
from Dunlop's paper cited in Ref.3 proves that nitinol wire can be successfully used to create
actuators so SMAs, or shape memory alloys, would work well to create a controllable fin.



Silicone fins with nitinol spines will help the fish adjust its direction as it swims, and rubber air
bladders can be the driving force behind the bending of the fish tail which will help propel the
fish. To create the best fins and bladders possible, many kinds of silicones and applications of
nitinol needed to be tested.

The fins and bladders needed to be built will be based on existing research regarding soft
robotics, actuators, and nitinol wire. Soft robotics is a growing field as more robots are being
built to go to places people and traditional robots cannot. The flexibility they have allows for
high force absorption, with the downside being low force output. Actuators used in soft robotics
cannot create much force, as they need to be lightweight and compliant. These actuators fall into
three categories: variable length tendon, fluidic actuation, and electro-active polymer (EAP).
Within these categories, the kinds of actuators include shape memory alloys (SMAs), fluidic
elastomer actuators (FEAs), shape morphing polymers (SMPs), dielectric electro-activated
polymers (DEAPs), and magnetic/electro-magnetic actuators (E/MAs). To create the fin, a shape
memory alloy was used as they are widely available, quick to use, and easily customizable.
Nitinol works as a variable length tendon actuator and is a SMA, as when a current is run
through it to heat it the wire moves back to its pre-programmed shape regardless of how it is
currently bent.

Figure 1. Nitinol undergoes three phases that are used to program it to a certain shape. It is first heated to
around 500° C in the desired shape, then cooled in ice water. After that it can be bent and once heated to

between 30°C (86°F) to 130°C (266°F), it will return to its shape during the martensite phase. Figure
reproduced from Ref.[6].

To ensure that the fin will be able to turn both to the left and right, two wires will be inserted and
the direction of the turn will depend on which wire receives current. On the other hand, air
bladders are an example of fluidic actuation as they are a fluidic elastomer actuator. They can
contract and expand with fluid pressure, so the material they are made of needs to be flexible
enough to expand but stiff enough to hold its shape.



Figure 2. The rubber muscle is similarly designed to the images above as the folds fill up with air and
cause the muscle to expand. Figure reproduced from Ref.[4].

The fin must be made of rubber as it needs to be able to bend, and also cannot be too sharp as it
will puncture the sides of the testing pool. Too stiff and it will not be able to bend and might
scratch the pool, and too flexible it will not be able to hold its shape. The silicones tested are all
from Smooth-On and include Ecoflex, Dragon Skin, and OOMOO. Ecoflex and Dragon Skin are
platinum cure silicones while OOMOO is a tin cure silicone. The difference lies in which metal
is used to cure the base rubber mixture. Tin cure silicones cannot cure within a similar tin cure
silicone mold, but will harden within a platinum cure silicone mold. Tin cure silicones also
experience more shrinkage over time and are less expensive.

The flexibility and compression/expansion data gathered from creating multiple fins and
bladders with varying materials will show which materials are best for what purpose, and how
convenient each is to use. The differences between Ecoflex, Dragon Skin, and OOMOO can be
difficult to understand so my experiments and data will show the pros and cons of each. There
are also multiple methods of molding and casting which suit different shapes. These findings will
be used to help create the RoboTuna and can be built off of for other parts of the fish, including a
flexible skin and tail fin.

Methods:

Fins and air bladders were created from several Smooth-On silicones: OOMOO 25, Dragon Skin
30, and Ecoflex 00-30. Many of the molds were 3-D printed out of Onyx, a micro carbon fiber
filled nylon plastic, on a Markforged 3-D printer. To create the fin mold, a CAD of the fin design
needs to be subtracted from a solid block of material to create a female mold. By mirroring this
the opposite side of the fin mold can be made, along with adding guide holes to ensure that the
two pieces will align. After printing the mold on our 3-D printer, spray mold release onto every
part of the mold that will be coated in silicon to ensure easy demolding. Mix the silicone in the
given ratios, adding coloring if needed, then pour into the mold.



Figure 3. Shown are two different fin molds created. The larger mold is a one-piece mold while the
smaller molds create a two-piece fin mold.

The nitinol wire was then annealed. 22 gauge wire was straightened by placing the wire in a hot
water bath between 30°C (86°F) to 130°C (266°F), which puts the wire in its martensite phase,
meaning that the metal is in its transitional stage. The wire was bent in the desired shape, in this
case a C-shaped curve, and the shape was held using two pliers. A lighter was used to heat up the
wire to 500°C so the wire reaches austensite so its crystalline structure changes. The wire was
heated until it glowed red and placed it in an ice bath to bring the wire back to martensite after
ensuring the wire does not straighten due to the heat. Two wires are annealed so the fin can turn
to the left and right. After the fin finished curing, the two wires were inserted into the fin
ensuring that they would bend in different directions. A power supply, wires, and alligator clips
were used to put current through one of the wires and test the direction of the bend. Then current
was put through the second wire to test whether the wire will be strong enough to bend the fin in
the other direction.

Figure 4. A completed fin made of OOMOO 25 silicone rubber and a piece of nitinol wire inserted after
current has been passed through it.



This was done for all three fins: OOMOO, Dragon Skin, and Ecoflex. Results were compared by
seeing how far each fin bent when the same pieces of wire were used for each as well as how
easy it was to insert wire into the fin. The fin that was bent the furthest will be the most flexible.
To create an air bladder, a 3-part mold was needed for the top part of the bladder and the folds,
and another piece was needed to create the bottom portion of the air bladder. Mold release was
sprayed, then a silicone was mixed and poured. Rubber bands were used to hold the pieces of the
mold together.

Figure 5. The three portions of the mold are shown above, with the base at the bottom and the two halves
that can create the folds needed for the bladder to be able to expand.

For the bottom portion of the mold, either a straw was placed in the middle or a hole was cut
after the piece was done curing to create the hole needed for rubber tubing. After the bladders
were done curing, the rubber tubing was inserted and tested to ensure it was airtight (if loose, add
putty or clay around the opening). The rubber tubing was connected to the 12 V air pump then
connected the air pump to the power supply using wires and alligator clips.



Figure 6. The 12 V air pump is used for the air bladder, which can push and pull air depending on which
nozzle the rubber tubing is connected to.

To test each bladder, first the push air nozzle was used to test how much they expand, then the
pull nozzle was tested to compare the compression of the bladders. The bladder that changed the
most in total will be the best material for creating air bladders.

Results and Discussion:

The results of this research focus on the viability of various silicones for creating parts of the
RoboTuna. For the air bladders, the characteristics that have been tested are the amount of
compression and expansion that they undergo when attached to the air pump. The fins are tested
on the basis of how easy it is to push the wire through the material and how much each fin bends
when the same pieces of nitinol wire are used for all three.

Material Elastic Modulus Viable for
bladder?

Bladder
Compression
(cm)

Bladder
Expansion (cm)

OOMOO 25 100 No, too viscous N/A N/A

Dragon Skin 20 86 No, does not
expand

~1 N/A

Ecoflex 00-30 10 Yes ~2.5 ~1
Table 1. By comparing various characteristics of the bladders, the Ecoflex air bladder is shown to be the

most viable out of the three tested.



Figure 7. The materials in red are the ones that have been tested, and those in blue have not been tested
yet. This chat compares the tensile strength against the elastic modulus of various silicones.

The 100% modulus represents the force the material exerts when extended to 100% more than its
original length. Tensile strength represents the amount of force per square inch needed to stretch
a material to its breaking point. The experimental data aligns with the given elastic moduli, as
OOMOO 25 failed to create a bladder due to being too viscous and Dragon Skin was too stiff
when cured so it did not compress enough and was not able to expand. To test the flexibility of
each fin, an equal amount of pressure was applied to each via nitinol wire bending within it, and
the fin that bent the most resisted the movement of the wire the least, meaning that it is the most
flexible material. The Ecoflex fin bent the most while the OOMOO fin bent the least, but
OOMOO was the easiest to push nitinol wire through. As the differences in bending between the
three materials were insignificant, the OOMOO fin would be the best and most convenient
material to create fins.

Other experiments that can be run include running the nitinol wire through the fins in a loop
instead of straight through the top, as that would allow for the wires connecting to the power
source to stay at the bottom of the fin. Finding a method of measuring the force that the nitinol
wire exerts when heated would also help to understand the largest viable size for a controllable
fin and can be done via tests described in Ref.[5].

Conclusion:

By creating flexible fins and bladders, the RoboTuna can have a method of locomotion that is
less dangerous to the environment around it and mimics the movement of a real tuna. Flexible
OOMOO 25 fins will not be able to puncture the testing tank or surrounding animals and are also
able to bend in either direction of the two nitinol wires within them. Ecoflex air bladders are able
to compress and expand tremendously but still are able to hold their shape, meaning that they
will be able to be used for the movement of the RoboTuna tail. The RoboTuna will hopefully be
able to successfully collect gene samples and marine data that we have not been able to gather
previously; therefore, having reliable means of movement is of utmost importance. Biomimetic
movement can be achieved by using the materials tested and validated in this study.
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